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FORMATION 
OFFICE 365 education & Teams  
pour les parents 
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Before we begin …       

01:00-02:00 PM

To get the most out of this session,  
Please turn off your camera 

Please turn off your microphone

Ask your questions via the chat, they will be relayed 
at the end of the session

The webinar is recorded and will be made available to you, as well 
as the presentation material  
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DÉPLOIMENT
LAURENT CARLIER

Laurent.carlier@digitim.fr

@techlaurent
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Agenda       

A quick reminder of the platform and its main tools

Demo: general interface, conversation, OneNote, assignments, online classes

Some help for you + questions you could ask the Head of school

Q&A 
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Disclaimer        

Some of the points mentioned in this session or 
certain practices may not reflect the existing 

practices of your children's teachers

You should therefore contact the head of school if 
you wish to see this point or this practice 

implemented
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What is Microsoft 365 for a school ?     

LAURENT CARLIER - DIGITIM 
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This is my son/daughter's mailbox

This is the calendar where my son/daughter can find online class 
invitations, for example... 

This is the school cloud where my son/daughter stores his/her 
personal documents 

These are the questionnaires/quizzes that the teacher can send to 
students

This is also the place where my son/daughter can create their 
homework materials, if the teacher has not provided resources
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These are the ClassNotebooks where my son/daughter can find the 
course materials 

These are the Office documents that my son/daughter can create 

These are also the Office documents that my son/daughter can 
share with classmates to co-write a document, a presentation

This is the digital hub for all tools mentionned above 

LAURENT CARLIER - DIGITIM 
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Some technical requirements      

PC

Windows 10

Mac

OS X 11 +

Tablets & Smartphones

Version 4.4 + 

iOS 12.2 +

Browsers

Edge

Chrome

Safari & Firefox

** Recommended ** ** Don’t forget to update **
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I have several children who use Teams

Solution 1 Solution 2

LAURENT CARLIER - DIGITIM 
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DEMO       
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Why Teams and MS 365 will continue after the pandemic

Student’s digital 
skills  

Skills required by 
actual & future 

recruiters 

Work or learn 
wherever you are 

& whateever 
device you use  
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Some common questions and their answers

• Is the platform well understood and used by all?
• What steps have been planned for change management ? 

Direction

Staff IT

Teachers

Why does it take so long ? 

Why does my son/daughter get lost in class 
work ? 

Why online classe gets « bombed » ?  

• How are teachers trained? 
• Is there a process in place to homogenize practices? 

LAURENT CARLIER - DIGITIM 

• Does IT have rules in place to properly manage what students 
do in an online classroom? 
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Equipe pilote

Formation des membres 
de la Global School, DSI 
et PAL sur Teams

TEAMS : why it does not work on my device ? 

Teams features by platform 

https://support.microsoft.com/en-US/office/teams-features-by-platform-debe7ff4-7db4-4138-b7d0-fcc276f392d3
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Equipe pilote

Formation des membres 
de la Global School, DSI 
et PAL sur Teams

ONENOTE : why it does not work on my device ? 

Comparing OneNote across platforms and devices

LAURENT CARLIER - DIGITIM 

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/topic/comparing-educational-features-of-onenote-and-class-notebook-across-platforms-and-devices-ac5a517f-5dad-44a5-8ad6-b6e4ec51dba1?ui=en-us&rs=en-us&ad=us
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And if I want to learn by myself ... ?

Interactive demos

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/education/interactive-demos
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And if I want to learn by myself ... ?

Office Help & Training

LAURENT CARLIER - DIGITIM 

https://support.microsoft.com/en-US/office
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Une question, une demande de conseils 

Laurent.carlier@digitim.fr

@techlaurent


